Fahd Batayneh: (8/21/2017 11:56) Hi Everyone
Fahd Batayneh: (11:57) Facing some slight issues with my Global Meet bridge
Fahd Batayneh: (11:57) Downoading an update now
Ali AlMeshal: (11:57) hello to all
Hadia Elminiawi: (11:57) hello all
Hadia Elminiawi: (11:58) is any one speaking or not yet
Fahd Batayneh: (11:58) No Hadia, no one is speaking yet
Fahd Batayneh: (11:58) You can speak in
Fahd Batayneh: (11:58) And we can confirm if we can hear you
Hadia Elminiawi: (11:59) ok thanks i just wanted to make sure that my audio is working
Wafa Dahmani: (11:59) Hello everyone
Michael Oghia: (11:59) Hell all
Michael Oghia: (11:59) ...
Michael Oghia: (11:59) Hello* :)
Manal Ismail: (12:00) Hello everyone : !!
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:00) Welcome all
Ali AlMeshal: (12:01) Somone need to mute
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:02) Themuting functionality apparently doesn't work on phone call-ins
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:03) Hello all
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:03) صباح الخير مساء الخير
Wafa Dahmani: (12:03) I think it works we should press *06 or something else I forgot
Wafa Dahmani: (12:03) tu mute on phones
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:03) صباح الخير نادرة
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:04) Useful tip, thanks Wafa
Wafa Dahmani: (12:04) welcome Walid
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:04) صباح الخير هادية
Manal Ismail: (12:04) Walid can you raise your voice a bit please..
Wafa Dahmani: (12:05) yes please walid
Wafa Dahmani: (12:05) too much noise
Manal Ismail: (12:05) inded too much background noise
Zakir: (12:05) Hi everyone.
Ali AlMeshal: (12:06) background noise
Michael Oghia: (12:06) Can you add the agenda to the notes section?
Michael Oghia: (12:07) I missed it
Salam Yamout: (12:07) Hello everybody
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:07) there is too much noise
Michael Oghia: (12:07) Oh sorry... I always forget to mute.
Salam Yamout: (12:07) Too much echo on the line
Zakir: (12:07) audio is broken at my end.
Zakir: (12:08) is it working fine for others?
Salam Yamout: (12:08) Can Tijani and Naveed please mute themselves
Salam Yamout: (12:08) and Hosein Badran
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:08) yes zakir
Ali AlMeshal: (12:09) Please mute un speaking mics
Wafa Dahmani: (12:10) please mute the noise
Zakir: (12:10) yes plz. the 1408.... and 55595... need to mute mic.
Ali AlMeshal: (12:10) There are some who are on mobile are not mute
Zakir: (12:10) or may be admin can do that.
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:10) Please Mute your mikes
Salam Yamout: (12:11) I agree with Ali
Wafa Dahmani: (12:11) please mute too much noise
Michael Oghia: (12:12) +1 Ali
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (12:12) good Morning
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:16) may be waild we can take it to the mailing ist
Walid Al-Saqaqf: (12:16) Sure Hadia, we can continue the conversation on the list
Ali AlMeshal: (12:18) Echo
Manal Ismail: (12:18) now echo :) !!
Zakir: (12:18) echo
Hosein Badran 2: (12:18) now there is an echo
Walid Al-Saqaqf: (12:18) The echo is too strong Fahd
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:18) fahd there is echo
khouloud Dawahi: (12:18) there is an echo
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:18) we can't follow
khouloud Dawahi: (12:18) icant hear anything
Walid Al-Saqaqf: (12:19) Fahd is not hearing us, apparently
Walid Al-Saqaqf: (12:19) Now it is good
Wafa Dahmani: (12:19) it's ok for me I can hear clearly
Manal Ismail: (12:19) better now ..
khouloud Dawahi: (12:19) yes it is now
Hosein Badran 2: (12:20) yes, better now
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:21) Question: Why MEAC -SIG participants names are not published like other schools?
Ali AlMeshal: (12:22) That is a great news Salam
khouloud Dawahi: (12:22) great to hear that salam
Salam Yamout: (12:22) Next time, let's use Zoom... much easier to mute people and use
Zakir: (12:22) Thank you Salam. Yes, ISOC can definitely play a key role in the future SIGs.
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:23) Good news Salam
khouloud Dawahi: (12:23) no just ze need all to mute our microphones
khouloud Dawahi: (12:23) all of us
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (12:24) Echo
Manal Ismail: (12:24) 2 Fahds speaking :) !!
Wafa Dahmani: (12:24) indeed Manal
Wafa Dahmani: (12:24) please we need to mute all
Zakir: (12:24) :) yes.
Salam Yamout: (12:25) Excellent
khouloud Dawahi: (12:26) sure
Zakir: (12:26) yes we can
Zakir: (12:28) This one Khouloud. https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__community.icann.org_display_MES_MEAC-2DSIG-2B2017&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3Jp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=pu7jN3q1ZBfuo7H0_TGgnLZ6DmTKXODkmnlRRHjLLAY&m=4EGEpwY_2SsZ6VIRhax1le9JZHrt_edYeGf_y0JZlS8&s=LJBaZfc0AlpwanngcUatzXq3B1bEdzVOWlEblteRF2Q&e=
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:28) Good to add the name of the participants starting from this year
khouloud Dawahi: (12:29) thank you zakir but it would be better to have one website for all the schools 's versions
khouloud Dawahi: (12:29) thank you zakir and fahed
Zakir: (12:29) true. yes it would be better. and one is being developed as Fahd mentioned.
khoulouq Dawahi: (12:30) I see now after that fahed clarified that point .Thank you both .
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:39) Next is Mike
Hadia Elminawi: (12:40) +1 Tijani
Manal Ismail: (12:40) Good point Tijani +1
khoulouq Dawahi: (12:40) +1 Mr Tijani
Ali AlMeshal: (12:41) Totaly agree with Tijani
Hosein Badran 2: (12:41) +1 tijani
Wafa Dahmani: (12:41) indeed Si Tijani
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:42) This is a document initiated by Michael for activities at ICANN60: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__docs.google.com_document_d_1-5F6-5FziDDNI3db6J4w0dUGw6bltkwTRckz2RTqiVj2UG8_edit&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3Pj6wrcr wll3mSVzgfxbPPS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=pu7jN3q1ZBfuo7H0_TGgnLZ6DmTKXODknnlRRHj LLAY&m=4EGEpwY_2SsZ6VIRhax1le9JZHrt_edYeGf_y0JZIS8&s=SHhE99GOoSnhFzNDNz xV5YJ2S6sVWleWTA8ngxWpgGg&e=
Fahd Batayneh: (12:43) Michael and All, the ME SPace and the MEAC-SWG meeting are distinct. I will share more information on the SWG meeting in a while
Walid Al-Saqaf: (12:43) The above is purely for the MEAC-SWG session if I understand correctly
Fahd Batayneh: (12:43) For now, let is just talk about the space and the funding part
Michael Oghia: (12:44) Yes, the document I initiated is JUST for the MEAC-SWG meeting
Michael Oghia: (12:46) I see. Ok, I wasn't sure if we should be time-driven (based on the amount of time we have) or agenda-driven (based on the work we need to do). And yes, +1 Fahd
Zahr BG: (12:47) Would the SWG meeting be also accessible through adobe connect? (for remote SWG members?)
Manal Ismail: (12:48) Can we compile all lists of events and share them in writing please ..
Fahd Batayneh: (12:48) @Zahr, on your question, that would depend on where the meeting takes place
Michael Oghia: (12:48) +1 Manal! Thank you, I don't know where these events are listed (most are likely unpublished)
Zahr BG: (12:49) Thanks, Fahd. Remote participation would be nice.
Hadia Elminawi: (12:49) +1 Manal
hanan hatib: (12:49) i am with compiling the 2 lists
Michael Oghia: (12:50) Actually, I have an idea... I'll raise my hand and explain it
Michael Oghia: (12:52) +1 Hadia
hanan hatib: (12:52) +1 hadia
Michael Oghia: (12:52) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__docs.google.com_document_d_1-5F6-5FziDDNI3db6J4w0dUGw6bltkwTRckz2RTqiVj2UG8_edit&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3Pj6wrcr wll3mSVzgfxbPPS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=pu7jN3q1ZBfuo7H0_TGgnLZ6DmTKXODknnlRRHj
Hosein Badran: (12:52) fully agree with Hadia
Zakir: (12:53) +1 Hadia. that is the key point. we should avoid overlapping the agenda items.
Salam Yamout: (12:54) I agree with the methodology proposed by Michael
Manal Ismail: (12:54) +1 Mike
Wafa Dahmani: (12:54) +1 Mike
Nadira AL-Araj: (12:55) +1 Michael
Ali AlMeshal: (12:55) agree
Hadia Elminiawi: (12:55) +1 Mike
Zahr BG: (12:56) +1 Michael, open and remote access enabled.
Michael Oghia: (12:56) Thank you everyone! And yes, there is a lot going on. Being strategic is ke
Michael Oghia: (12:57) key*
Zakir: (12:58) :) ah, is this still open.
Zahr BG: (12:59) Excuse my question, so the naming stays MEAC?
Fahd Batayneh: (12:59) @Zahr, this is still being debated
khouloud Dawahi: (12:59) no ME zahr
Zakir: (13:00) changing it back to ME is something I support.
Ali AlMeshal: (13:00) I am ok with ME
Salam Yamout: (13:00) Middle East includes adjoining countries anyway
Fahd Batayneh: (13:01) @Salam, there is no set definition of the Middle East
khouloud Dawahi: (13:02) can we make a doc for people to sign in for a subgroup maybe ??
Fahd Batayneh: (13:02) @Khouloud, it is already online :-)
Zakir: (13:02) there is one already
Michael Oghia: (13:02) Thanks Walid
Michael Oghia: (13:03) Yes, I think it should be an ongoing conversation with staff as well (to see how we can assist them too)
khouloud Dawahi: (13:04) thank you very much Michael +1
Zahr BG: (13:05) Thank you
hanan hatib: (13:05) thank you all
Salam Yamout: (13:05) bye
Ali AlMeshal: (13:05) thanks all
Zakir: (13:05) thankyou all. bye.
Michael Oghia: (13:05) Thank you Fahd, Walid, all!
khouloud Dawahi: (13:05) Thank you all .Bye
Manal Ismail: (13:05) Many thanks everyone .. Bye ..
Hadia Elminiawi: (13:05) thanks all bye